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Slides

• https://jkroll.com/afirm-bias-1.pdf (yesterday)
• https://jkroll.com/afirm-bias-2.pdf



Last time

• Types of bias
• Effects on ML & Data Science Work Practice
• The role of computer scientists

This time
• Examples of bias in context (skipped last time)
• Measuring bias in ML systems/data sets

• Measurement modeling
• Construct validity
• Bias mitigation strategies



Bad Data Science Storytime
Horror Stories for Machine Learning Researchers











So why does ProPublica think 
COMPAS is biased?





From Lum, Kristian, and William Isaac. "To predict and serve?." Significance 13, 

no. 5 (2016): 14-19.









Gender Shades



Face Recognition Accuracy

Read more here:
https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-
technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28

https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28




Training Data Set(s) & Varying Outcomes

Image/Video Face 
Identification

Face 
Alignment

Feature 
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Learned from a
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● Each of the 4 tasks need not be trained on the same data
● Furthermore, the first 3 tasks need not be trained on the database of 

enrolled users

Learned from 
the DB of 

enrolled users





Bias Measures
Of all things the measure is human, of the things that are, that they are, and of the 
things that are not, that they are not.





Random error

Random error



Systematic error

Random error

Random error





Bias/Variance Tradeoff

• Bias of a model is error from incorrect assumptions in the algorithm.
• High bias will cause a model to miss relevant relations (“underfitting”)

• Variance of a model is error from sensitivity to small fluctuations in data
• High variance will cause a model to capture random noise in the data, 

instead of patterns.

In general, bias and variance trade off: making a model more specific 
eliminates incorrect assumptions, but also increases sensitivity to noise.

Important for understanding generalization error, the performance of the 
model on data we have not seen yet.





Some statistics: Bias/Variance Tradeoff

• Suppose there are feature vectors {x1, … ,xn}, and we associate to each 

a score of y. 

• Assume that there’s a true function f which defines the score, where 

the data we have have error ε. We can write:

yi = f(xi) + εi

• Say we want to learn what f is. We’ll use ML to find a candidate ! that 

approximates f as well as possible, minimizing the mean-squared error:

min![(y - !(x))2]

• We want to minimize this both for points inside and outside our training 
data – generalization.
• Can’t do this perfectly, because of ε – irreducible error.



Some statistics: Bias/Variance Tradeoff

• We can write the expected error as:
![(y - "(x))2] = Bias["(x)]2 + Var["(x)] + #2

• Where we define:

• Bias["(x)] = !["(x)] – f(x)
• Var["(x)] = !["(x)2] – !["(x)]2

Assumes uncorrelated errors with ![ε] = 0; Var[ε] = #2



Measurement Modeling

• But what happens if the errors are correlated to each other or to x?
• We can explicitly model the measurement process!
• Statistics can help! Instrumental Variable Estimation
• Link construct of interest to observed data via its own model

• Often, ML practitioners collapse measurements and data, assuming
that data are truth, and conflate the construct of interest and its 
operationalization.
• E.g., topic modeling

This section based on Jacobs, A. Z. and H. Wallach, “Mesurement and Fairness”, 2018.
For information on instrumental variables, see Susan Athey’s short course online at: 
https://www.aeaweb.org/conference/cont-ed/2018-webcasts



Latent Variables & Constructs

• Latent variables are inferred from a model, rather than directly observed 
and measured. Sometimes “hidden variables”
• Any variable we want to have values for, but can’t directly observe.
• Operationalized by some data and a model
• May not be interpretable – data driven
• E.g., risk in the COMPAS example

• Constructs are coherent abstractions that describe phenomena of interest.
• Conceptually clear, representationally accurate
• Operationalized by determining how to convert a theoretical definition into a real-

world operational definition.
• For analysis, can operationalize constructs as latent variables



Measurement Modeling

• Consider the construct of height.
• Call the height construct ℋ
• Operationalize ℋ as a latent variable h and write measurements of h as ℏ
• We take N measurements, {ℏ$}&'() .
• A person’s true height h influences our measurements {ℏ$}&'()

• Model the error:
ℏn = h + εn

• εn is the error of the nth measurement

• If *[ε] = 0; Var[ε] = +2, then () ∑&'(
) ℏ$ ⟶ h as N⟶ ∞, as we hope

Based on Jacobs, A. Z. and H. Wallach, “Mesurement and Fairness”, 2018.







The “Fair” Machine Learning Problem

• Given a classifier y = f(x) where:
• y is the target of prediction
• f is the model
• x = (x1, … , xn, A) is a feature vector
• A is a sensitive attribute (e.g. race, gender, religion, health status, sexual 

orientation, political beliefs …)
• Different values of A correspond to different subgroups of the population (X, Y)

• Goal: Enforce constraints on f to impose some condition on the 
distribution of y.

Adapted from Solon Barocas, Moritz Hardt, and Arvind Narayanan, “Fairness and Machine Learning: Limitations and 
Opportunities”, 2018, https://mrtz.org/preview



No Fairness Through Unawareness

• Simply eliminating A rarely works.

• Remaining xÂ = (x1, … , xn) often enable prediction of A reliably.
• Each xi may have a small correlation with A, even if it seems non-sensitive.

• E.g, 59% of US users of pinterest.com are female.

• With ~7.7 billion people, only need 33 bits of information to uniquely identify each
person (less for groups).

• Often, we need the value of A
• E.g., medical diagnosis. Few women with testicular cancer. 

Drugs/treatments/diseases may affect different groups differently.

• Forcing outcomes to be independent of A harms model validity.



Measuring Bias with Confusion Matrices

Many kinds of metrics one could imagine demanding parity for:
• Statistical Parity
• Equal TPR/FPR
• Equal TNR/FNR
• Equal Positive/Negative Predictive Value
• Balance for Positive/Negative class
• Calibration
• AUC Parity
• […]

For a complete description, see Shira Mitchell and Jackie Shadlen, “Mirror Mirror: Reflections on Quantitative Fairness”, 
https://shiraamitchell.github.io/fairness/, 2018.

y = f(x) Predicted

True 
Value

Pos.   
y = 1

Neg.   
y = 0

Pos.  
s = 1

TP FN

Neg. 
s = 0

FP TN



Which measures should I use?

• The value of any specific measure is determined by what it means in 
the context of the model being evaluated.
• E.g, COMPAS – Calibration and Equality of FPR are both proffered as correct

• Use all the measures to evaluate; reflect on what they tell you about
performance.

• Can’t equalize all measures simultaneously.



It’s impossible to be fair to everyone

• Assume there are two groups, 1 & 2, and we’d like to treat them equitably.
• Theorem: If a binary classifier satisfies all three of:

• Calibration within groups (i.e., the expected number of positives in each group equals the 
fraction dictated by each possible score)

• Balance for the negative class (i.e., the average score for negative-classed members of 
group 1 equals the average score for negative-classed members of group 2)

• Balance for the positive class (i.e., the average score for positive-classed members of 
group 1 equals the average score for positive-classed members of group 2)

Then it is either (a) a perfect predictor; or (b) the base rates are equal in groups 1 & 2.

• Base rates are generally not equal, and classifiers are generally not perfect.
Kleinberg, J., Mullainathan, S., & Raghavan, M. (2017). “Inherent trade-offs in the fair determination of risk scores.” The 8th 
Innovations in Theoretical Computer Science Conference.



Outcomes testing/disaggregated evaluation

• Instead of trying to equalize measures, performance analysis should 
be disaggregated by group (i.e., measure FPR/FNR, etc. for each 
subgroup you’re concerned about).
• Consider what the measures imply about real-world consequences.
• Different performance might affect different groups in disparate ways.

• This is a research question!

Margaret Mitchell, Simone Wu, Andrew Zaldivar, Parker Barnes, Lucy Vasserman, Ben Hutchinson, Elena Spitzer, Inioluwa Deborah Raji, Timnit
Gebru, (2019). “Model Cards for Model Reporting.” ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency.



Another approach

• Individual fairness – don’t consider groups. Instead, treat similarly-
situated people similarly.
• But what does similarly situated mean?

• Sometimes, it’s necessary to consider group-level performance.
• Another research question: what is the best performance goal to 

effect some sort of real-world goal?
• Does giving loans equally lead to better financial outcomes for a historically 

subordinated group?

Dwork, Cynthia, Moritz Hardt, Toniann Pitassi, Omer Reingold, and Richard Zemel. "Fairness through awareness." 
In Proceedings of the 3rd innovations in theoretical computer science conference, pp. 214-226. ACM, 2012.



Construct Validity & Reliability
Who cares about the performance of an incorrect model?



Predicting Criminality

• Wu, Xiaolin, and Xi Zhang. "Automated inference on criminality using 

face images." arXiv preprint arXiv:1611.04135(2016): 4038-4052.

• Used 1856 images of Chinese men’s faces:

• 730 “wanted suspects” (photos from Government-issued IDs, not mugshots)

• “Out of the 730 criminals 235 committed violent crimes including murder, rape, assault, 

kidnap and robbery; the remaining 536 are convicted of non-violent crimes, such as 

theft, fraud, abuse of trust (corruption), forgery and racketeering.”

• 1156 “non-criminals” (photos from scraping the Internet)

• “they are from a wide gamut of professions and social status, including waiters, 

construction workers, taxi and truck drivers, real estate agents, doctors, lawyers and 

professors; roughly half of the individuals […] have university degrees.”

• Performed deep learning to get a (test) accuracy of ~90%.



What do we think of this study?

• Is it correct?
• Is it ethical?
• Is it fair?
• Is it useful?
• What are the risks?







Structured Evaluations of Correctness

• Construct Validity – The degree to which a model captures the 
phenomenon we want it to.
• Does our model capture the construct we want? Is that construct a good

construct?
• Construct Reliability – How repeatable and stable are our results?
• ML performance analysis often only considers external validity of 

models – do they predict well? Are they accurate? – without 
considering the model as an operationalization of a construct.

• Criminality-from-faces model: Operationalize criminality as facial 
features measured by model.

Based on Jacobs, A. Z. and H. Wallach, “Mesurement and Fairness”, 2018.
Messick, Samuel. "Validity." ETS Research Report Series, no. 2 (1987).



Face Validity (not a pun!)

• Subjectively, does the model in question measure the concept it 
purports to measure?
• Sort of a “sniff test” – does it look like we did the right thing?

• What is the face validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Content/Logical Validity

• Does the model in question reflect all facets of the intended 
construct?

• What is the logical validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Convergent Validity

• Does the model measure the construct of interest in the same way as 
other models of the same construct?
• Quantitative: do two models of the same thing correlate with each other?

• What is the convergent validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Discriminant Validity

• Does the model compare to models of other related constructs in the 
way that the constructs relate to each other?
• i.e., the model correlates with models of other things only to the extent that 

they’re actually different.
• Can be measured quantitatively as attenuated cross-correlation

• What is the discriminant validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Predictive Validity

• Does the model predict things that the underlying latent construct is 
thought to be a determinant of?
• More than just out-of-sample prediction – does model provide useful 

predictions/measures of downstream constructs?

• What is the predictive validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Hypothesis Validity

• Valid operationalizations of constructs should recover known facts/patterns
• i.e., good models recover our hypotheses about the world

• What is the hypothesis validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Consequential Validity

• Valid models lead to valid interpretations & consequences
• Is it reasonable to base real-world actions on this construct, operationalized with 

this model?

• What is the consequential validity of the criminality-from-faces model?



Test-Retest Reliability

• Two measurements of the same thing at different points in time 
should come out similarly.

• What is the test-retest reliability of the criminality-from-faces model?



Internal Reliability/Consistency

• Different features within the model should be related to each other, 
and to the relevant underlying construct.
• Features should vary properly with variations in the underlying construct.

• What is the internal consistency of the criminality-from-faces model?



Mitigating Bias



Compensating Design

• If we know a model exhibits bias, perhaps we can compensate for 
that somewhere else in the system
• For example, in a search engine, explicitly rerank or modify result set to match 

expectations



Human-Computer Interfaces

• Consider how humans will interpret or interact with model/system 
and whether this leads to unacceptable or discriminatory 
decisions/results.
• E.g., for COMPAS, a court required the reports to carry a warning label in a US 

legal case (Loomis v. Wisconsin). Not known whether this actually helps.



Reformulating the Problem

• Perhaps we modeled the wrong problem, or the wrong way, to 
achieve our goal and another solution would serve the goal better
• For example, in criminal justice, studies have shown that sending people 

reminders or paying their transit fare both improve appearance rates in court

• Or perhaps we should solve a different problem or use no computer 
system at all.

Samir Passi and Solon Barocas, (2019). “Problem Formulation and Fairness.” ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and 
Transparency.



Should we Debias?
Is bias harmful? Is it our job to prevent harm?

Caliskan, Aylin, Joanna J. Bryson, and Arvind Narayanan. "Semantics derived automatically from language corpora contain 
human-like biases." Science 356, no. 6334 (2017): 183-186.
Julia Powles and Helen Nissenbaum, “The Seductive Diversion of ‘Solving’ Bias in Artificial Intelligence,” Dec. 7, 2018
https://medium.com/s/story/the-seductive-diversion-of-solving-bias-in-artificial-intelligence-890df5e5ef53.



Decolonizing Technology



Resources

• On measures: Shira Mitchell and Jackie Shadlen, “Mirror 
MirrorReflections on Quantitative Fairness”, 
https://shiraamitchell.github.io/fairness/
• Visit https://fatml.org and https://fatconference.org
• Many good papers & reading list

• Books
• Fairness and machine learning: Limitations and Opportunities, Solon Barocas, 

Moritz Hardt, Arvind Narayanan (https://mrtz.org/preview – in progress, 
incomplete)
• How to Lie With Statistics, Darrell Huff

• Courses around the world: https://tinyurl.com/ethics-classes

https://shiraamitchell.github.io/fairness/
https://fatml.org/
https://fatconference.org/
https://tinyurl.com/ethics-classes



